
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Summer field season  

Busy and hot  Although the summer season has been busy and hot, the motu has been lucky enough to receive small periods of rain to help keep the fire risk lower than previous seasons. Long periods of settled weather have allowed for plenty of visitors and work groups to visit the island with minimal cancellations. More recently the mornings are getting darker, there is a coolness in the forest and a hint of autumn in the air.  
 

 Tītī 
Second survey – night watches  We are gearing up for our next tītī survey effort this month where we hope to establish if any successful egg laying, hatching and rearing is still occurring in the presence of weka. Tītī are very stuck in their breeding timetable due to the constraints of long chick rearing time and the need to get to the northern hemisphere before winter sets in. Therefore the tītī that were seen during December are likely to be remnant breeders (probably males) still trying to call in mates or new inexperienced breeders. Completing the survey at this time of year is the best way to establish if any successful breeding is occurring, as the non breeders have already departed for the season.  The survey team will spend three long days on the motu, beginning with a two hour walk to the colony site each day. As well as night watches they will also be relabeling the burrows so they can easily be identified in the future. It is hoped the information we’re starting to collect may inform the possibility of constructing a fence around the population to secure it from the weka. It is highly unlikely that any successful breeding has occurred for some time but we will have a better idea of this in the coming weeks. 
 Hihi 

Season wrap up  The hihi season is all but finished, and overall it has been a successful one. The total amount of birds identified in the pre-breeding census (which took place in Oct 2015) was 97. This is slightly less that the 104 seen at the same time in 2014 but we have been able to catch and band another 20 adults during the season, bringing the total known adult population to 117. We have also been able to catch and band 17 juvenile birds from this breeding season.   In late February we were joined by Raniera and Rakairoa Grace who spent the day with us learning about the hihi program on the island and assisting with catching and banding. It was great to be able to explain the work that goes in to managing hihi on the island. You can read more about the day here:   https://nzigns.wordpress.com/2016/03/02/a-Kāpiti-island-experience/  http://wgtnnzbanders.blogspot.co.nz/2016/03/doc-host-hihi-day-on-Kāpiti-island.html  Hihi heroes - Volunteers have again contributed a huge amount of time and effort towards the hihi programme this season, lugging significant amounts of sugar water up and around the hills in very hot conditions. If you know of anyone who may be interested to join the volunteer hihi team for next season please get in touch as we’d love to hear from you!    
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Volunteer Tim Logan using a burrow camera to check for tītī. Photo: 
Nick Fisentzidis 

A rather scruffy looking juvenile male hihi 
about to be released after being banded. 
Photo: Nick Fisentzidis 



 
 

 

 
 Snails  

Part one of survey  The land snail fauna of Kāpiti is relatively poorly surveyed compared to other sites in the Wellington region. In January we were joined by three invertebrate scientists as they conducted part of one of their survey efforts. During this effort they collected 15 relatively large leaf litter samples and three stream samples. We are hoping to create a baseline survey of the land snail diversity of the motu that can be used as a reference for future projects and to provide background information for conservation management.  We also hope to establish whether a species of snail, Wainuia urnula does still occur on the island as early records suggest it may have. The stream bed samples may be exciting as we’re hoping to find evidence of the critically endangered freshwater snail Potamopyrgus oppidanus as in the past it was known to occur in seepages and streams on Kāpiti.   We’d like to thank Charmaine Hartley and Stacey Sinclair for joining the team for a day during the survey. We had great fun helping the scientists collect their samples and viewing them under the microscope. Stacey was a natural and got the hang of the very technical digital microscope gear in a jiffy! 
 Kiwipukupuku  

Transfer from Kāpiti to Whakau/Red Mercury Island and Cape Sanctuary  20 kiwipukupuku/little spotted kiwi were transferred from Kāpiti to Whakau/Red Mercury Island and Cape Sanctuary in March. These birds were first caught in mid February around the Taepiro and Te Mimiorakopa valleys and fitted with radio transmitters, then were re-caught for the transfer a month later. 10 birds were also transferred from Whakau to Cape Sanctuary during this time. Both these transfers are an attempt to improve the genetic diversity of the Whakau birds, and to open up an area of kiwi territories on Kāpiti for other birds to move into.   After a beautiful send off from the motu, Hohepa Potini travelled with the birds all the way to Whakau.  Read more about the transfer here:  http://www.doc.govt.nz/news/media-releases/2016/little-spotted-kiwi-on-the-move-at-Kāpiti-island/  http://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/news/local-papers/Kāpiti-observer/77877554/little-spotted-kiwi-go-from-Kāpiti-island-to-cape-sanctuary-red-mercury-island 
 

 Takahe  

The Rangatira trio and a transfer  The Rangatira trio have had a successful breeding season, and as of mid March still have a chick in their care. They left their summer habitat of Rangatira for the head of Taepiro valley in early January and we were not sure whether they had their chick with them. On the 9th of March the trio were then seen with their chick at the summit of the island. This is great news as the males in the trio are 17 and 16 years old respectively and it was thought that their breeding days may have been behind them.  Blitzen and Ra, the pair who had their territory at Wharekohu, were transferred to Mana Island in October 2015. This was a great choice of location for them as the transfer time from leaving Kāpiti and being released on Mana was less than an hour. They settled in well until the Mana Island ranger noticed Blitzen was showing signs of unsteadiness on his feet and was walking with a slight limp.  He was monitored for a few days and with the symptoms getting worse he was transferred off Mana to Wildbase, the wildlife hospital at Massey University in Palmerston North. After a brief stay at Massey he was then moved to Nga Manu in Waikanae for rehabilitation. The cause of his unsteadiness could not be determined but he continues to be monitored until he can hopefully be returned to Mana.  

Stacey checking out some snail samples. 
Photo: Gen Spargo 

The group got a close up look at a kiwipukupuku before they left 
the island. Photo: Gen Spargo 

Ahoake and the chick following close behind. Photo: 
Nick Fisentzidis 



 
 

 

 Biosecurity 
Routine mustelid surveillance  
  The latest predator detection work was completed at the beginning of the month with Jane Tansell and her dog Spirit visiting the motu to work the biodiversity tracks. Unfortunately Jane’s stint was cut short by a day due to an emergency pest contingency elsewhere in the country. There was no sign of mustelid presence detected by Spirit during their stint. Next month Leona Plaisier and one of her rodent detection dogs (Bail) will be working the island checking for the presence of rats and mice, as her other dog Chase has just had puppies. These puppies will be trained up eventually to follow in their parent’s footsteps and will work around the country helping to protect special places like Kāpiti.   
  

 Hinau 

DOC-lead student research  Over the next month we will be trying to find out how important seed dispersal by animals is to hinau. Widespread bird declines in Aotearoa have led to concern for the state of these plant/animal relationships. For example, what if seed dispersal for a plant species was predominately carried out by an animal species that has become extinct or survives in very low numbers? If this is the case then this may have a huge impact on the plant’s reproductive success. We hope this information will help us build a picture of how reliant hinau are on these animal dispersers of their seed. For each observation period the observer will sit underneath the canopy of one of the selected trees with a pair of binoculars and watch how many (and of which species) seed is taken and dispersed. More on this research next season.  
  Trypots at Rangatira  

Historic artefacts get some love and attention  Earlier this month the DOC historic team helped to give the trypots some tender loving care – with hammers, chisels and other brutish tools!   There are two trypots on display at Rangatira Point that were used to render down oil from whale blubber. They tell the story of the early whaling history but also explain how nearly 200 years later the tohora/southern right whale population is still yet to recover and why it’s so important to care for these awesome creatures.  The steel try pots are in a marine environment and are very exposed to moisture and salt. This has resulted in an advanced rusting problem. The DOC team spent the weekend using blunt force to chip the paint and rust off the surface of the try pots and then painted them with a clear protective coating to minimise the rusting effect - this results in longer maintenance free periods. 

Jane checking Spirit’s paws before heading out. Photo: 
Gen Spargo 

DOC Historic Technical Advisor Richard Nester (center) and volunteers 
restoring the whaling trypot. Photo: Gen Spargo 


